
Walking In Slovenia: The Karavanke: Cicerone
Press (Cicerone Guides)
Cicerone Press is a renowned publisher of outdoor guides, offering a
comprehensive collection of resources for hikers, climbers, and adventure
enthusiasts alike. With over 40 years of experience, Cicerone has earned a
reputation for producing high-quality guides that are both informative and
inspiring.

In-Depth Guides for Every Adventure

Cicerone's guides cover a wide range of outdoor activities, including:

Hiking: From easy day hikes to challenging multi-day treks, Cicerone
provides detailed guides for destinations around the world, including
the UK, Europe, the Americas, and Asia.
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Climbing: Whether you're a novice boulderer or an experienced
mountaineer, Cicerone offers guides to climbing areas and crags,
covering everything from technical routes to classic scrambles.

Walking: For those who prefer a more leisurely pace, Cicerone's
walking guides explore picturesque countryside, historic trails, and
coastal paths, offering a unique blend of scenery and history.

Skiing and Mountaineering: Embark on winter adventures with
Cicerone's guides to skiing, backcountry touring, and mountaineering,
covering destinations in Europe, North America, and beyond.

Cycling: Explore scenic bike trails and challenging road routes with
Cicerone's cycling guides, providing detailed maps, route descriptions,
and practical advice.

Unrivaled Quality and Accuracy

Cicerone's guides stand out for their meticulous research and attention to
detail. Each guide is written by experts in their field, who provide accurate,
up-to-date information on routes, terrain, and safety considerations.

The guides are also renowned for their clear and engaging writing style,
which makes them both informative and enjoyable to read. Detailed maps
and stunning photography further enhance the user experience, making
them invaluable companions for any outdoor adventure.

Award-Winning Guides



Cicerone's guides have been widely recognized for their exceptional
quality. The publisher has won numerous awards, including:

Outdoor Writers and Photographers Guild (OWPG) Awards:
Multiple awards for guidebooks in various categories, including
Adventure Travel, Climbing, and Hiking.

Mountaineering Scotland Annual Awards: Awards for guidebooks in
the Mountain Culture and Heritage category.

Unique Features for Enhanced Safety and Enjoyment

In addition to their core content, Cicerone guides offer a range of unique
features that enhance the user experience and promote safety:

Smartphone Compatibility: Most Cicerone guides are available in
digital format, allowing users to access information on their
smartphones or tablets, even when out of range of a cellular network.

Route Cards: Select Cicerone guides come with detachable route
cards that provide an at-a-glance overview of the route, ensuring easy
navigation on the trail.

Safety Symbols: Cicerone guides use standardized safety symbols to
highlight potential hazards and remind users of important safety
practices.

Environmental Information: Cicerone is committed to promoting
responsible outdoor practices, and many guides include information on
local conservation initiatives and ways to minimize environmental
impact.

A Trusted Companion for Outdoor Adventurers



Cicerone Press is a trusted companion for outdoor enthusiasts of all levels.
Whether you're planning a weekend hike or an ambitious mountaineering
expedition, Cicerone's guides provide the essential information and
inspiration you need for a safe and memorable adventure.

For over 40 years, Cicerone Press has been setting the standard for
outdoor guides. With their unparalleled quality, accuracy, and unique
features, Cicerone's guides empower hikers, climbers, and adventure
enthusiasts to confidently explore the natural world and create lasting
memories.
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Spy Secrets That Can Save Your Life
` In the world of espionage, survival is paramount. Intelligence operatives
face life-threatening situations on a regular basis, and they rely...

An Elusive World Wonder Traced
For centuries, the Hanging Gardens of Babylon have been shrouded in
mystery. Now, researchers believe they have finally pinpointed the
location of...
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